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Introduction

Most people have at one time in their lives indulged in drugs or other

incentives with known addictive properties. This includes legal and illicit

drugs such as alcohol, nicotine, cocaine or heroin, or behaviors such

as gambling, shopping or indoor tanning (Petit et al., 2014; also see

Derevensky, 2020, Chapter 18 of this Handbook; also see Sussman &

Bolshakova, 2020, Chapter 16 of this Handbook; also see Galimov &

Black, 2020, Chapter 21 of this Handbook; also see Miller & Mays,

2020, Chapter 30 of this Handbook). Yet for most individuals such

behavior is largely recreational or done with moderation, and it is

balanced by other life pursuits. For some people, however, the consump-

tion of these rewards can escalate and lead to a dominant compulsive

behavior, focused heavily on obtaining and consuming a given reward.

This pattern of misuse can develop into addiction, hallmarks of which

include compulsive use despite negative consequences, and persistent

pursuit and escalated consumption often triggered by intense cravings.

Drug cravings originate from the same brain reward systems that have

evolved to encourage seeking out natural rewards crucial to survival

(Sussman, Rozgonjuk & van den Eijnden, 2017). In drug addiction, these

reward “wanting” systems may be sensitized, and thus become hijacked

to narrowly focus on taking drugs as an addictive target (Robinson &

Berridge, 1993). The result is reward “wanting” systems hyperreactive to

drugs and their cues, especially after specific patterns of drug use among

at-risk individuals. Similar hijacking of brain “wanting” systems may also

occur in especially susceptible individuals in other addictions. The neural

adaptations underlying the sensitization of brain reward systems have

been shown to be extremely long-lasting, and independent of the brain

systems responsible for the pleasure or “liking” associated with many of

these rewards. As a result, exposure to drugs and their cues, even after

years of abstinence, can trigger bouts of intense desire and craving for the

drug that may lead to relapse. As such, addiction is a chronic relapsing

disorder characterized by excessive “wanting” for the drug and its cues,

even in the absence of corresponding changes in “liking”.

“Wanting” and “Liking”

The brain is responsible for generating motivation for rewards, such as

food, sex, and social relationships. This motivation for reward can be

further parsed into three distinct psychological components, that each

serve their own independent function, consisting of liking, wanting, and

learning (Berridge & Robinson, 2003). Specifically, a reward is usually

both liked and wanted, and often has been learned about, to help guide

future behavior. In most situations, liking, wanting, and learning seam-

lessly function together to influence motivation. For example, when one

thinks about what they want to eat for dinner, pleasurable meals that

have been eaten in the past are instantly recalled. In this way, “liking”

and “wanting” naturally act in tandem to generate motivation to seek out

and obtain the rewards that produce pleasure. However, each of these

functions is attributed to distinct but overlapping brain mechanisms.

Separable brain systems permit the possibility that these components

can diverge under certain conditions. Whereas people typically “want”

what they “like,” and “like” what they “want,” after mesolimbic sensitiza-

tion a person can at times develop excessive motivation for rewards

known to evoke only moderate amounts of expected pleasure. In some

cases, this might even generate excessive craving for rewards which have

in the past been repeatedly paired with unpleasant consequences. Such

is the case in the transition from recreational drug use to addiction, and a

similar process may operate with behavioral addictions as well.

Addiction can cause an individual to perform irrational behavior when

compulsively seeking drugs, with only limited insight into the origin of

their behavior. This is because both “wanting” and “liking” do not

necessarily have to be consciously experienced to influence behavior.

For instance, subliminally presented pictures of happy faces can increase

incentive motivation and make thirsty participants drink more of a sweet

beverage and highly rate it, without those thirsty participants reporting

any changes in conscious feelings (Winkielman, Berridge & Wilbarger,

2005). Similarly with drug rewards, “wanting” and “liking” can occur

below consciousness. For example, recovering cocaine addicts have

been described to consistently choose a very low dose of cocaine over

an injection of saline, despite reporting no more subjective feelings of

pleasure than with saline, no cardiovascular responses, and indicating

that they thought they were sampling both options equally (Fischman &

Foltin, 1992). Furthermore, presenting cocaine addicts with brief (33 ms)

images of drug-related stimuli (e.g., a pipe) or sexual stimuli, that are

masked by the longer presentation of another subsequent image to

prevent conscious perception, activates similar reward brain circuitry

and causes an enhancement of that brain’s reactivity to a later,

consciously-seen drug stimulus (Childress et al., 2008). Thus, drug

craving (“wanting”), can often be generated unconsciously, only reach-

ing at times the level of conscious awareness. As such, we refer to

“wanting” as incentive salience and “liking” as hedonic impact in quota-

tions to distinguish those objective psychological processes, which can

occur either unconsciously or consciously, from subjective feelings of

wanting and liking that are necessarily conscious.

Pleasure “Liking” as a Distinct Psychological
Component

Pleasure is more than a property of a physical reward stimulus – it is

actively generated by the brain as one of the components of an 23
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experienced reward (Berridge, 2009; Dai, Brendl & Ariely, 2010; Litt,

Khan & Shiv, 2010). “Liking” refers to the objective hedonic impact,

measurable in affective reactions, derived from a pleasant reward.

Although rewards such as food, drink, or sex comprise multiple sensory

properties that elicit pleasurable reactions, “liking” is a distinct psycho-

logical component that goes beyond the mere sensory qualities of a

reward. The sensory properties of a reward such as the sweetness of

ice cream can remain constant, yet the pleasurable sensation associated

with the reward itself may be dramatically reduced, if the flavor was

previously paired with the nausea of visceral sickness (Garcia et al., 1985;

Rozin, 2000; Berridge et al., 2010). Conversely, the bitter taste of beer or

coffee can become not only desired but also positively enjoyed for many

people, when repeatedly paired with the pharmacological properties of

alcohol and caffeine. Furthermore, sudden changes in internal physio-

logical state can produce a dynamic shift in hedonic tone known as

“alliesthesia” (Cabanac. 1971). And whereas hunger can make foods

more “liked” (Cabanac, 1971; Cabanac & Lafrance, 1990; Kaplan,

Roitman & Grill, 2000), satiation can dampen the pleasure elicited by

chocolate, even in self-proclaimed “chocoholics” (Small et al., 2001;

Lemmens et al., 2009).

“Liking” as an affective response to hedonic stimuli can be measured

in behavior and physiology even in the absence of subjective liking.

Orofacial hedonic reactions to sweet versus bitter tastes were first meas-

ured in human infants by Jacob Steiner (Steiner, 1973), and subsequently

extended to rats in the taste reactivity test (Grill & Norgren, 1978), which

measures orofacial reactions elicited in response to different tastes.

These include objective patterns of hedonic reactions such as lip licking

and rhythmic tongue protrusions in response to “liked” tastes such as

sweet sugars, and negative gapes and headshakes in response to “dis-

liked” tastes such as bitter quinine. These reactions are highly conserved

and homologous across species including humans, rats and apes (Steiner

et al., 2001; Berridge & Kringelbach, 2008). Importantly, these hedonic

orofacial reactions to pleasantness are separable from just sweet or bitter

sensations and track the hedonic impact of the taste rather than its

sensory properties. For example, a once “liked” sweet taste that elicits

tongue protrusion “liking” reactions, can become “disliked,” causing

gaping ‘disliking’ reactions when paired with sickness (Parker, 2014;

Itoga, Berridge & Aldridge, 2016; Delamater & McNamara, 1986). Sub-

jective ratings of pleasure and pain can be difficult to compare across

individuals, if they have different experiences leading to different stand-

ards by which they evaluate an affective stimulus (Bartoshuk, 2014). For

example, those with limited experience of extreme pain may rate a given

stimulus as more painful than someone who has previously experienced

severely painful events. On the other hand, a limiting feature of orofacial

affective reactions is that the measure is restricted to taste pleasures.

However, evidence suggests there is extensive overlap in the brain

circuitry that is responsive to different types of pleasures (e.g., food,

sex, or music pleasures) (Cacioppo et al., 2012; Georgiadis & Kringelbach

2012; Salimpoor et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2011), opening a possibility that

orofacial affective reactions to taste pleasure can be used as a means of

providing insight into brain mechanisms of pleasure more generally.

Neuroanatomy of “Liking”: Hedonic Hotspots

Where in the brain is pleasure generated? Using the taste reactivity test

that measures changes in hedonic orofacial reactions in response to

passively infused tastes, researchers in the Berridge laboratory have

identified small cubic-millimeter-sized zones in which neurochemicals

such as opioids, endocannabinoids, and orexin, but not dopamine, can

enhance “liking” reactions to the hedonic impact of sweetness pleasure.

These small zones, located in distinct sites within larger brain structures,

are called hedonic hotspots because of their unique capacity to cause

hedonic enhancements of sweetness pleasure (Berridge & Robinson,

2003; Smith & Berridge, 2007). Thus far, identified hedonic hotspots

include subregions, such as the the rostrodorsal quadrant of the medial

shell of nucleus accumbens (Peciña & Berridge, 2005; Castro, Terry &

Berridge, 2016; Castro & Berridge, 2014; Peciña & Berridge, 2000), the

posterior half of ventral pallidum (whose hotspot is crucial for ‘liking’)

(Smith & Berridge, 2005; Ho & Berridge, 2013; Cromwell & Berridge,

1993), cortical subregions such as medial orbitofrontal cortex and pos-

terior insula (Georgiadis & Kringelbach, 2012; Castro & Berridge, 2017),

and the parabrachial nucleus of the brainstem pons (Söderpalm and

Berridge, 2000) (Figure 3.1a). These hedonic hotspots seem to function

as a cooperative network that requires a unanimous vote to engender a

“liking” response. While stimulation of just one hotspot will typically

recruit others, pharmacologically inhibiting activity in one hot spot will

prevent an enhancement of “liking” from opioid stimulation in one of the

other hotspots (Smith & Berridge, 2007; Castro & Berridge, 2017).

“Wanting” and the Attribution of Incentive Salience

While “liking” refers to the pleasure derived from rewards, “wanting”

refers to incentive salience, a specific motivation process underlying the

desire to obtain and seek out those rewards. This “motivational desire”

given to a reward can be conferred to learned cues and objects associ-

ated with that reward (Bindra, 1978), transforming them also into

“wanted” incentives. Reward-related cues have the powerful ability to

trigger bursts of motivation and reward seeking, mediated by mesolimbic

circuitry involving dopamine and other neurotransmitters in nucleus

accumbens (Holmes, Marchand & Coutureau, 2010; Peciña & Berridge,

2013). For example, the enticing smell of freshly baked cookies or the

aroma of freshly brewed coffee can elicit consumption even in the

absence of any need. However, in cases of pathological motivation, such

as addiction, cues can become powerful enough to trigger intense

cravings for rewards that may not even be consciously wanted or may

have adverse consequences. Even an addict who has been able to abstain

for many years may encounter a drug-related cue such as a physical

location where purchases of an illicit drug had occurred, drug parapher-

nalia, or smell the odor of an alcoholic drink, which then causes intense

cravings that become hard to ignore, possibly resulting in relapse.

By being paired with a particular reward and its outcome, cues

become imbued with incentive salience, making them attractive targets

of attention and desire (Hickey & Peelen, 2015). For example, virtual

reality environments with casino-related cues evoke a significant urge to

gamble in recreational gamblers, and this craving increases significantly

when participants transition from the practice environment to the gam-

bling environment (Park et al., 2015; Giroux et al., 2013). “Wanted”

reward-related cues attract approach behavior and invigorate actions.

Experimentally, the attribution of incentive salience to cues can be

measured using a variety of tests. Pavlovian sign-tracking or autoshaping

assesses how attractive the cue has become by examining whether

an animal will sniff, nibble, or even bite inedible objects such as a

protruding metal lever because it has been previously paired with a

reward (DiFeliceantonio & Berridge, 2012; Mahler & Berridge, 2012;

W
arlow
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Uslaner et al., 2006; Brown & Jenkins, 1968). Whether the cue has

become a valued and desired object on its own is sometimes measured

in animals by using the conditioned reinforcement test (Robbins, 1976),

asking whether the animal will work to gain the cue. Similarly, the ability

of the reward-paired cue to trigger bursts of more intense motivation to

seek the reward itself can be established using Pavlovian-to-Instrumental

Transfer (PIT), a measure of cue-triggered bursts of increased “wanting”

to obtain the unconditioned reward (Peciña & Berridge, 2013; Ostlund

et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2012). For example, PIT studies in animal models

have demonstrated that the mere presence of cues associated with

various drugs of abuse (i.e., ethanol or cocaine) can drive intense bursts

of seeking behaviors for those particular drugs through a Pavlovian

motivational process such as incentive salience (LeBlanc, Ostlund &

Maidment, 2012; Corbit &Janak, 2007). These well-established behavioral

paradigms have offered a valuable tool for investigating the

brain mechanisms involved in generating “wanting” for either rewards

themselves or for reward-paired cues, and for modeling transition to

addiction and relapse by assessing the invigorating effects of reward cues.

The ability of reward-related cues to invigorate “wanting” is dependent

on two major components, the reward cue’s predictive value and incen-

tive value. The predictive value of a cue is essentially pure learning: on

how well it predicts the presence of reward. Yet prediction by itself

does not necessarily imbue the cue with incentive value (Anselme &

Robinson, 2013; Robinson & Flagel, 2009; Berridge, 2012). Only when the

cue also carries incentive value does it become powerfully able to

motivate reward seeking. The attribution of incentive value to a cue by

an individual can be measured in Pavlovian autoshaping. In auto-

shaping, the presentation of a discrete, localizable cue that predicts

reward delivery triggers powerful attraction and interaction with the

cue itself in some animals, known as “sign-trackers.” Sign-trackers assign

incentive value to the reward predictive cue and are thus attracted to and

engage with the lever cue. In contrast, “goal-trackers” assign only pre-

dictive value to the same cue, and instead are drawn to the location

where the reward will be delivered (Robinson et al., 2014a). Such indi-

vidual differences in sensitivity to reward-related cues indicate that sign-

trackers and goal-trackers process motivationally salient stimuli in dif-

ferent ways. For example, a lever cue has the powerful ability to become

an attractive motivational target in sign-trackers, spurring much higher

levels of reward/drug seeking, even despite adverse consequences (e.g.,

a foot shock) than goal-trackers (Saunders & Robinson, 2010, 2011). By

contrast, contextual cues have greater influence on directing motivated

behavior in goal-trackers (Boakes et al., 1978; Flagel, Akil & Robinson,

2009; Robinson & Flagel, 2009; Flagel & Robinson, 2017). These reward-

related cues illicit large increases in dopamine release from the nucleus

accumbens in sign-trackers, which are absent in goal-trackers (Flagel

et al., 2011). In this way, sign-trackers seem to be especially sensitive to

the motivational power of reward-related cues, which may relate

to addiction vulnerability. Indeed, several lines of research have shown

that sign-trackers show a greater propensity to undergo psychomotor

sensitization to cocaine with repeated treatment (Flagel et al., 2008),

exhibit more intense cue-triggered relapse behavior (Saunders &

Robinson, 2010) and are more prone to impulsive behavior (Lovic

et al., 2011), another behavioral trait associated with addiction (Robinson

et al., 2014a).

This distinction between predictive and incentive value of reward cues

can be further exemplified by modulating the strength of the predictive

value. For example, reward uncertainty, in which the cue predicts deliv-

ery of the reward only 50 percent of the time, degrades a cue’s predictive

value, and yet increases the amount to which that cue is attributed with

incentive value (Anselme & Robinson, 2013; Robinson et al., 2015b).

Similarly, incentive value of a cue can persist even when the cue’s

predictive value has declined by changing reward contingencies to omit

the delivery of rewards when the lever is pressed. Evidence shows that

although rats learn to stop pressing the lever, they continue to show

appetitive approach behaviors toward that lever, at the same rate as

another group who never experienced the change in predictive value.

This would indicate that the cue (the lever) has acquired incentive value,

able to motivate actions such as sniffing and biting, which persist beyond

the cue’s predictive ability (Chang & Smith, 2016; Hellberg, Levit &

Robinson, 2018). As such, there is a clear distinction between predictive

and incentive value that a cue acquires, with the latter being most

important for intensifying “wanting.” This is of particular interest to

addiction, since the incentive salience value attributed to a cue can

determine its ability to trigger bouts of craving and drug-seeking.

However, it is important to note that the intensity of “wanting” trig-

gered by a predictive cue not only depends on the cue’s incentive value,

but also the current dopamine-related brain state of the individual

(Zhang et al., 2009; Berridge & Robinson, 2016). The motivation triggered

by a reward-related cue can be exponentially increased in the moment

by current brain dopamine levels. Physiological states such as stress,

relevant appetites, intoxication or excitement (Anselme, 2016; Robinson

& Berridge, 2013; Sinha, 2013) which heighten dopaminergic brain

reactivity state, can combine with the cue’s presentation to raise

the intensity of triggered bursts of “wanting.” This mirrors real-world

situations of addictive relapse, where an abstinent addict can success-

fully resist a cue multiple times without succumbing to relapse, but

subsequently upon a single presentation of that cue under conditions

of higher stress or excitement, can suddenly heighten the incentive value

and drug “wanting” triggered by that cue to a point where temptation

is overwhelming and results in relapse. This heightened “wanting”

in situations of stress, for example, can be further exacerbated by

short-circuiting of executive function, particularly in prefrontal cortical

projections to striatum (Garcia-Keller et al., 2013; Kalivas, Volkow &

Seamans, 2005). Thus incentive salience is thought to integrate two

separate factors – current neurobiological state plus a cue’s incentive

value, which are integrated together to determine the level of “wanting”

triggered at that moment by the cue (Berridge, 2012).

Brain Generators of “Wanting”

“Wanting” generators in the brain are much more robust and diffuse

than those brain mechanisms generating “liking.” “Wanting” includes

dopaminergic (and opioid, glutamate and other) systems across

mesocorticolimbic structures. Dopamine neurons residing in the mid-

brain ventral tegmental area send projections and release dopamine in

limbic structures such as the nucleus accumbens and prefrontal cortex,

interacting with other structures such as the amygdala, ventral pallidum,

and lateral hypothalamus to enhance motivation for rewards (both

natural and drug rewards) and reward-paired cues (Cameron, Wightman

& Carelli, 2014; Castro, Cole & Berridge, 2015) (Figure 3.1a). In labora-

tory experiments, stimulations of these structures (for example, by

infusing a dopamine agonist, or by optogenetic stimulation of neurons)

can increase “wanting” to consume rewards, as well as enhance cue-

triggered reward seeking and approach of reward cues, and the same has

also been shown with the infusion of opioid agonists such as DAMGO
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(Peciña & Berridge, 2013; DiFeliceantonio & Berridge, 2012; Mahler &

Berridge, 2012; Smith & Berridge, 2005; Smith, Berridge & Aldridge, 2011;

Castro & Berridge, 2014). In contrast, drugs that block dopamine trans-

mission, such as the dopamine antagonist pimozide, or treatments (i.e.,

6-OHDA) that destroy over 99 percent of mesolimbic and neostriatal

dopamine afferents, disrupt “wanting” – animals lack the motivation

to feed themselves and display life-threatening aphagia and adipsia

(Berridge, Venier & Robinson, 1989). In humans, drugs that block dopa-

mine function completely fail to reduce the subjective ratings of pleasure

people give to an addictive drug, such as amphetamine, cocaine or

methamphetamine, yet diminish craving to take more drug (Brauer &

de Wit, 1997; Wachtel, Ortengren & de Wit, 2002; Leyton et al., 2007), and

diminish cue-induced craving (Berger et al., 1996). Similarly, studies

in which dopamine transmission was decreased by interfering with

dopamine synthesis (acute phenylalanine/tyrosine depletion; APTD)

show that the subjective pleasure ratings and mood altering effects of a

wide range of abused substances, such as alcohol (Leyton et al., 2000;

Barrett et al., 2008), tobacco (Casey et al., 2006; Munafò, Zetterler &

Clark, 2007), amphetamine (Leyton et al., 2007), and cocaine (Leyton

et al., 2005), remain intact, while subjective ratings of drug “wanting”

and cocaine-induced confidence are reduced (Leyton et al., 2005). In

contrast, application of a drug that blocks opioid function impacts both

“wanting” and “liking” due to opioids’ role in both processes, particularly

in areas such as the nucleus accumbens shell (Castro & Berridge, 2014;

Smith & Berridge, 2007; Shin et al., 2010).

Natural rewards such as food, water, and sex all generate pleasure,

while also triggering the release of mesolimbic dopamine and coactivat-

ing the “wanting” system (Hernandez & Hoebel, 1988; Pfaus et al., 1990).

In drug, food, and gambling addictions, there exists evidence of hyper-

sensitive “wanting” systems taking incentive salience attribution to

maladaptive levels, often with very little change in pleasure responding

(Robinson & Berridge, 2008; Rømer Thomsen et al., 2014; Robinson

et al., 2015b).

Sensitized “Wanting” in Incentive Sensitization Theory

While mesocorticolimbic brain structures evolved to generate “wanting”

for natural rewards crucial to survival, they are especially heavily acti-

vated by modern drugs of abuse, hyperpalatable foods, and rewarded

behaviors such as gambling. Activation of “wanting” circuitry by these

rewarding stimuli or incentive cues related to them, involves surges of

dopamine release. Over time, drugs can induce particular neural

changes called sensitization in mesolimbic circuitry, which once formed

may be extremely long lasting (Paulson, Camp & Robinson, 1991; Evans

et al., 2006; Robinson & Becker, 1986). Conceivably behavioral addictions

may involve similar meoscorticolimbic changes through repetition and

alteration of endogenous ligands in particularly susceptible individuals.

Sensitization causes mesocorticolimbic activation to become increas-

ingly sensitive to those particular rewards and their related cues, such

that higher levels of dopamine are released and greater neural responses

are evoked in target structures when cues are encountered. This is

especially true in a subset of individuals partaking in particular binge/

purge patterns of drug use or behaviors, such as episodic/binge

gambling (Cowlishaw et al., 2018), who may be particularly vulnerable

to sensitization due to their genes, steroid hormones, previous stress

experiences, etc. (Piazza et al., 1989; Rougé-Pont et al., 1993; Piazza et al.,

2000; Kawa, Bentzley & Robinson, 2016). In sensitized individuals,

presentation of the reward or reward-related cue causes an enhanced

release of dopamine among mesocorticolimbic brain structures respon-

sible for generating reward “wanting.” Further, the magnitude of incen-

tive salience evoked by a cue can be augmented even further by current

states of intoxication or stress (Berridge, 2012). Thus, being primed with

drug consumption, stress or emotional excitement states, and then

encountering incentive cues, can cause intense cravings for the drug/

behavior and heightened motivation to seek out that particular drug or

engage in that particular behavior. For many individuals with addiction,

this desire can become overwhelming and undeniable enough to cause

relapse.

The notion that drug-induced sensitization among brain mesolimbic

structures renders them hyperreactive to the addict’s drug of choice and

its cues is the basis for the Incentive Sensitization theory of addiction first

proposed by Robinson and Berridge (Robinson & Berridge, 1993). This

hyperreactivity caused by drugs or drug-paired cues triggers an increase

in cravings for that particular drug of abuse, and results in patterns of

excessive drug use. In individuals recovering from drug abuse, these

cravings can become so overwhelmingly tempting (especially in times

of stress or excitement) as to result in relapse (Figure 3.1b).

Figures 3.1a and b are modified from Berridge & Robinson (2016) and

Robinson & Berridge (1993). In part a, “wanting” is mediated by robust

brain systems, including dopamine (a brain neurochemical produced in

midbrain; light grey solid arrows), which is released onto various limbic

and cortical structures (light grey ovals). By contrast “liking” is produced

in smaller, more restricted zones within the same limbic and cortical

structures, and these zones are referred to as “liking” hedonic hotspots

(black and grey diagonal striped ovals). As such, “liking” and “wanting”

brain systems may overlap, but are capable of being dissociated from

one another. In part b, incentive sensitization theory proposes that, after

drug exposure, reactivity of brain “wanting” systems related to drug-

seeking increases over time, while “liking, or the pleasure derived from

taking drugs, stays relatively the same or even decreases. Sensitized

“wanting” systems are not just continuously hyperactive, but are instead

hyperreactive to drug cues and contexts, and this hyperreactivity is

pronounced during times of stress or excitement (dotted line). Drug cues

and contexts cause peaks of “wanting” or drug craving (potentiated by

stress or excitement) that render an individual vulnerable to relapse.

Over the years there has been a substantial amount of evidence

accumulated to support this theory. For example, drugs of abuse cause

anatomical and morphological sensitization (i.e., increased dendritic

spines and amount of dendrites capable of responding to drug) in

mesolimbic brain structures, and this morphological sensitization can

result in behavioral sensitization to that drug (Robinson & Kolb, 2004;

Singer et al., 2009; Steketee & Kalivas, 2011; Wolf, 2010). Furthermore,

history and pattern of drug use play a key role in sensitized dopaminergic

response to drugs of abuse or their paired cues (Robinson & Becker,

1986). For example, sensitization especially occurs in cases of drug

binges and patterns of intermittency (Kalivas & Stewart, 1991; Robinson

& Becker, 1986; Kawa et al., 2016). As a result, addicts show heightened

mesolimbic activation in response to drugs (Boileau et al., 2007; Cox

et al., 2009). Similar neuroplasticity has been observed in nondrug

addictions. Several studies reviewed by Zeeb and colleagues found that

compared to healthy controls, individuals with gambling disorder

exhibited an average of 50 percent more dopamine release in the

ventral striatum and midbrain and increased locomotion in response

to a challenge dose of amphetamine (Zeeb et al., 2017). Mesolimbic

sensitization has also been observed in rats exposed to a junk-food diet.
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For example, rats fed a junk-food diet for one month showed cross-

sensitization to amphetamine-induced locomotion and downregulation

of striatal dopamine D2 receptor mRNA. This morphological sensitiza-

tion likely resulted in behavioral sensitization, as rats that developed

obesity following exposure to junk-food diet showed increased willing-

ness to gain access to a sucrose cue, but without increased hedonic

impact (“liking”) of sucrose (Zeeb et al., 2017; Robinson et al., 2015b).

Not only does a sensitized mesolimbic structure become hyperreactive

to the drug of choice itself, but it also becomes hyperreactive to drug-

related cues and contexts that have been paired with drug-taking. For

example, a heightened brain response in limbic circuitry is triggered by

reward-related cues after sensitization (Tindell et al., 2005) and drug

paraphernalia in human addicts (Cox et al., 2009; Leyton & Vezina,

2013; Vezina & Leyton, 2009; Kühn & Gallinat, 2011). Furthermore, cue

reactivity in mesolimbic ventral striatum correlates with years of cocaine

use such that the more years of use, the greater the brain activation

(Prisciandaro et al., 2014). Additionally, time-dependent increases in

cue-induced craving have been observed in methamphetamine addicts

(Wang et al., 2013) as well as in alcoholics (P. Li et al., 2015), and these

time-dependent increases in cue-induced craving (also referred to as

incubation) are dependent on mesolimbic structures such as the central

amygdala (Lu et al., 2005, 2007; X. Li et al., 2015) and nucleus accumbens

Figure 3.1b Addiction

Figure 3.1a Brain “wanting” vs. “liking” generators
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(Xi et al., 2013). A study of recovering cocaine addicts showed that those

who reported sensitization of other drug-related effects, such as para-

noid psychosis, were also more likely to relapse (Bartlett et al., 1997).

This suggests that sensitization of drug effects is linked to the risk of

relapse, even when sensitization simultaneously increases the intensity

and occurrence of adverse effects of the drug, such as drug-induced

paranoia. This body of evidence suggests a possible reason for how drug

craving increases over time to a point where an addict’s drug of choice is

almost impossible to ignore, and where motivation to obtain that reward,

even after withdrawal or other noxious effects subside, is so high that

relapse becomes a recurrent problem.

Focusing of “Wanting”

Incentive sensitization theory also hinges on the idea that mesolimbic

sensitization occurs in a common neural network that is responsible for

the attribution of incentive salience to all addictive rewards (e.g., drugs,

food, gambling). Sensitization of “wanting” systems in the brain may

therefore increase reactivity to a number of other drugs and rewards, a

phenomenon known as “cross-sensitization.” Cross-sensitization, in the

context of drug use, refers to a situation when sensitization to one drug

will produce a sensitized response to other drugs (such as from heroin to

cocaine, or the converse). In cases of cross-sensitization of “wanting,” an

individual, as a result of excessively consuming one drug, is rendered

hyperresponsive to the motivational effects of other drugs, including

ones that may have never been previously consumed. A study by Horger

and colleagues found that, when rats were given nine daily injections of

amphetamine or nicotine, they acquired a cocaine self-administration

habit much more quickly than control animals, thus indicating that prior

exposure to either amphetamine or nicotine sensitized the pretreated

rats to the incentive motivation effects of cocaine (Horger, Giles &

Schenk, 1992; Casey et al., 2006; Munafò et al., 2007). Similarly, a study

by Cunningham and colleagues found that rats who were given intra-

accumbens treatment of certain opiates (such as morphine) later proved

to be sensitized to the behavioral effects of amphetamine (Cunningham

& Kelley, 1992; Leyton et al. 2007). Cross-sensitization and resulting

hyperresponsivity of dopaminergic systems also occurs between drugs

of abuse and some natural rewards, such as sugar (Avena & Hoebel,

2003) and between drugs of abuse and stress (at both behavioral and

physiological levels) (Piazza et al., 1990; Cruz et al., 2011; Garcia-Keller

et al., 2013). This latter finding highlights the important role that stress

may play in relapse, whereby stressful life events can act as powerful

triggers of cravings, and a history of stressful life events may even

predispose a person to drug or other behavioral addiction. Cross-

sensitization of dopaminergic systems from gambling has also been seen

in humans, indicating some especially vulnerable individuals may

develop mesocorticolimbic sensitization even without taking drugs.

Boileau and colleagues found that problem gamblers have increased

dopamine release in response to amphetamine and in response to

gambling-related cues, compared with healthy controls (Boileau et al.,

2014). These examples of cross-sensitization support the idea that an

underlying sensitization of neural circuitry may be common to all addict-

ive drugs and other addictive behaviors.

However, if sensitization appears to promote dopaminergic activity,

then why aren’t addicts addicted to all drugs of abuse, even across

reward types such as gambling, food, or sex? There are a few possible

explanations for this. First, a degree of comorbidity does exist between

various addictions, where human drug addicts “want” several different

drugs, may be hypersexual, and are prone to other compulsions (Wash-

ton & Stone-Washton, 1993; Benotsch, Kalichman & Kelly, 1999; Leeman

& Potenza, 2012). However, incentive-sensitization may become quite

focused on one particular reward target and not generalize to other

rewards. Evidence from our lab and others shows that the narrow focus-

ing of “wanting” to one particular target in addiction may involve

dopamine-circuitry interactions with the amygdala (Koob & Volkow,

2010; DiFeliceantonio & Berridge, 2012; Mahler & Berridge, 2012;

Robinson, Warlow & Berridge, 2014b; Warlow, Robinson & Berridge,

2017; Venniro, Caprioli & Shaham, 2016). For example, optogenetic

stimulation of the central amygdala caused paired drug or food rewards

to become almost compulsively preferred, and that persisted despite

adverse consequences (paired footshock) or greater alternative rewards.

This strong preference was not due to an intrinsic rewarding effect of the

laser stimulation itself, nor did stimulation affect how much the reward

was “liked” (Robinson et al., 2014b; Warlow et al., 2017; Tom et al., 2019).

These findings implicate a role for amygdala-related circuitry in focusing

incentive salience toward particular learned targets that generates

compulsive-like seeking of that reward target.

Sensitized “wanting” is also focused temporally to particular moments

in time. Rather than creating an overall hyperactive dopaminergic state,

implying that those brain areas are always driving intense “wanting,”

incentive sensitization creates a hyperreactive response to discrete, local-

ized stimuli at particular times when they are encountered. Incentive

sensitization theory posits that it is the hyperreactivity to rewards

and their cues that triggers intense motivation and cravings leading to

relapse – not any baseline hyperactivity or constant drive in these brain

mesolimbic structures.

Dopamine as “Wanting,” not “Liking”

It was once popularly thought that dopamine mediates the pleasure of

rewards. However, a majority of the traditional experimental designs that

gave rise to that idea by their nature confounded measures of pleasure

with motivation. For instance, blocking or depleting dopamine levels in

the brains of rats renders them unwilling to eat, which was initially

interpreted as them not deriving pleasure from food. However, begin-

ning with early studies using the taste reactivity test, which more specif-

ically separated “liking” from “wanting” because it doesn’t rely on the

rat’s willingness to eat, a different dopamine story has emerged. First, the

early animal studies showed that dopamine is not necessary for “liking,”

as 6-OHDA lesions of nearly all nigrostriatal and mesolimbic dopamine

neurons leave “liking” responses intact (Berridge & Robinson, 1998;

Berridge et al., 1989). Second, elevations in dopamine signaling fail to

enhance “liking,” though do increase “wanting” as shown through

increased reward consumption and cue-triggered reward seeking

(Peciña & Berridge, 2013; Peciña et al., 2003). Further, electrode stimu-

lation of the lateral hypothalamus enhances “wanting” and actually

causes a decrease in “liking” (Berridge & Valenstein, 1991). Third,

human studies starting around 2000 began to further support the role

of dopamine in mediating “wanting,” as deep brain stimulation in the

nucleus accumbens produces feelings of desire but not feelings of experi-

enced pleasure (Schlaepfer et al., 2008), whereas pharmacological dopa-

mine disruption reduces subjective “wanting” ratings for drugs without

reducing subjective “liking” ratings (Brauer & de Wit, 1997; Leyton et al.,

2002; Boileau et al., 2007; Evans & Lees, 2004; O’Sullivan et al., 2011).
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Furthermore, dopamine depletion in Parkinson’s disease preserves

normal hedonic ratings to sweet tastes despite earlier views that the

disease produces anhedonia (Sienkiewicz-Jarosz et al., 2013). Finally, in

the most recent decade, it’s become clear that some Parkinson's patients

who receive direct-receptor dopamine agonist treatments show an

abnormal increase in addictive-type “wanting” that may result in com-

pulsive hypersexuality, gambling, shopping or other addictive behaviors

(Warren et al., 2017; Delpont et al., 2017; Bostwick et al., 2009; Vela et al.,

2016; Voon et al., 2017). Altogether, these studies suggest that dopamine

does not play a role in “liking,” but instead is necessary and sufficient for

“wanting”.

Mesolimbic Suppression versus Sensitization
in Addiction

Yet, despite the evidence for dopamine-related sensitization above,

some studies have actually reported suppression or down-regulation of

brain dopamine D2 receptor levels or a blunted release of dopamine in

addiction. This has led to an alternative “reward-deficiency” view that

addiction arises because of too little brain dopamine, and drugs are

sought to restore dopamine to baseline levels. The reward deficiency

theory posits that individuals who have naturally low functioning

dopamine self-medicate by taking drugs of abuse, suggesting that low

dopamine is the cause for drug-seeking and the development of addic-

tion. The reward deficiency theory also seems to presume either that

dopamine still mediates the “liking” for drugs and other rewards (so that

low dopamine reduces pleasure to produce “reward deficiency”) (see

Blum et al., 2020, Chapter 24 of the Handbook), or that lowered D2

receptors specifically remove an antimotivation “brake” (that normally

opposes motivation for rewards mediated by D1 receptors, leading to

imbalance in accumbens/striatal circuitry) (Volkow, Koob & McLellan,

2016). This is in stark contrast to the incentive sensitization view of

addiction, that suggests that dopamine function is increased in addic-

tion, producing hyperreactivity in accumbens/striatal circuitry and

higher cue-triggered “wanting,” and that D2 downregulation in addicts

is mostly a consequence rather than the cause of drug-taking. There are

several possibilities that may address this discrepancy. First, suppressed

brain dopamine among addicts is typically observed in response to the

actual drug, not drug cues (Volkow et al., 2016). Second, suppression of

D2 receptors or dopamine responses isn’t always present, and opposite

sensitization has instead been reported in several studies in response to

abused drugs (Prisciandaro et al., 2014; Boileau et al., 2016; Evans et al.,

2006). The difference between observing suppressions versus sensitiza-

tion may heavily depend on the setting in which neural activity is being

measured. For example, test situations (i.e., MRI machines within hos-

pital and lab settings) are different from real-life settings in which drugs

are generally taken (e.g., at home or in social settings) (Leyton & Vezina

2013). Artificial medical settings may be more likely to report neural

suppressions, because dopamine-related sensitization is known to

appear specifically in drug-taking situations but to be masked in

situations where drugs have never been taken (Browman, Badiani &

Robinson, 1998; Crombag et al., 2000, 2001). When effort is taken to

make the drug cues and contexts more realistic, sensitized activations

have been suggested to be more likely to be found (Leyton & Vezina,

2013). Additionally, instances of observed mesolimbic dopamine sup-

pression (i.e., receptor downregulation occurring during drug use) are

restricted to PET measures of radioactive drug binding to the dopamine

D2 receptor. Lower D2 binding could also result from higher levels of

endogenous or drug-stimulated dopamine that occupies more D2 recep-

tors and leaves fewer available to bind to radioactive drug, and could be

downregulated in addicts as a compensatory tolerance consequence

resulting from high dopamine stimulation of receptors during heavy

drug consumption (Berridge & Robinson, 2016). In the short term,

tolerance can often mask neural sensitization even when both occur

simultaneously in parallel, as long as drugs are still being taken. Some

recent evidence has suggested that downregulation of dopamine D2

receptors may actually facilitate drug-induced behavioral sensitization

(Kai et al., 2015). But, in the longer run, many tolerance-related

mesolimbic suppressions are temporary and fade shortly after drug

discontinuation, whereas sensitization processes are long lasting and

grow over time, even long after drug-taking has ceased (Paulson &

Robinson, 1995). In rats, sensitization has been reported to persist for

up to a year after drugs were discontinued (Paulson et al., 1991), while

monkeys still display a sensitized response to amphetamine even two

years posttreatment (Castner & Goldman-Rakic, 1999).

Emergence of neural sensitization causes increased vulnerability to

relapse after being drug-abstinent for over a month, a phenomenon

referred to as incubation of drug craving (Pickens et al., 2011).

This incubation of drug craving can only be explained by sensitization

mechanisms rather than neural suppressions of reward-deficiency.

Finally, the reward deficiency theory of addiction cannot fully explain

why dopamine stimulation (either pharmacologically in animal models,

or via direct D2-receptor agonist medications combined with L-Dopa

medication in Parkinson’s patients) actually increases drug-seeking and

triggers the emergence of new compulsive motivations to pursue drugs,

gambling, shopping, and sex (Callesen et al., 2013; Friedman & Chang,

2013; Ondo & Lai, 2008; Politis et al., 2013), which cease as soon as

dopamine-stimulating medication is discontinued.

Support for Incentive Sensitization in Drug Addiction

In support of incentive sensitization theory, mesolimbic hyperreactivity

to drugs of abuse has been well documented. For example, repeated

amphetamine administration in both humans and rodents causes

sensitization to reward cues in limbic areas such as the amygdala, ventral

pallidum, and nucleus accumbens (Wyvell & Berridge, 2001; Tindell

et al., 2005; O’Daly et al., 2014), and this sensitization involves an

increase in dopamine release (Kalivas & Duffy, 1990; Evans et al., 2006;

Thomas, Kalivas & Shaham, 2008). Similarly, repeated cocaine adminis-

tration induces long-lasting sensitization of the mesolimbic dopamine

system (Pascoli, Turiault & Lüscher, 2011; Calipari et al., 2013). Animal

studies have also shown elevated dopamine levels (McBride, 2002;

Carlson & Drew Stevens, 2006), increased dopamine receptor expression

and sensitivity (Tournier et al., 2016), and enhanced synaptic strength

(Stuber et al., 2008; Saal et al., 2003) in reward-related brain regions

following repeated exposure to such drugs as alcohol, marijuana, or

nicotine. Further, those changes and increased dopamine release causes

heightened responses and attribution of incentive salience to reward

cues (Ostlund et al., 2014; Tindell et al., 2005). Indeed, in humans a

direct link between the amount of time using cocaine to the intensity

of their mesolimbic response to cocaine-related cues has been demon-

strated (Prisciandaro et al., 2014). Heightened incentive-salience attrib-

uted to drug cues may explain why sensitized people addicted to crack

cocaine have been seen to “chase ghosts,” where individuals
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compulsively search for small white specks on the ground, even when

they know that they are probably only small bits of sugar or pebbles

(Rosse et al., 1993, 1994). Animal models have further demonstrated that

this drug-induced sensitization chronically heightens dopamine release,

increases susceptibility to drug cues, and causes increases in “wanting”

(Wyvell and Berridge, 2000, 2001; Peciña et al., 2003). Further, this

increased “wanting” has been shown to produce a narrow focus onto

one particular reward, even when equivalent alternatives are available

(Robinson, Warlow & Berridge, 2014b; Warlow et al., 2017; DiFeliceanto-

nio & Berridge, 2012; Mahler & Berridge, 2009). In line with this narrowing

of cue salience, human studies have shown the heightened response to

drug cues and heightened dopamine release is directly related to reports

of drug “wanting” (Boileau et al., 2016; Evans et al., 2006).

Individuals with a history of extensive alcohol, marijuana, and/or

nicotine use also exhibit heightened activity in various reward-related

regions in response to drug or drug-related cues, whereas casual users or

nonusers do not exhibit hyperreactivity to such stimuli (Myrick et al.,

2004; Ihssen et al., 2011; Tapert et al., 2003; Claus et al., 2011; Cousijn

et al., 2013; Charboneau et al., 2013; Filbey et al., 2009; Metrik et al., 2016;

Kühn & Gallinat, 2011). Furthermore, activity in these regions has been

shown to be directly correlated with self-reported craving (Myrick et al.,

2004; Tapert et al., 2003; Charboneau et al., 2013), the individual's drug

use habits (i.e. frequency of use) (Tapert et al., 2003), and duration of

dependence (Claus et al., 2011; Filbey et al., 2009). As a whole, these

findings demonstrate that abuse of such substances is characterized by

hyperreactive limbic-related brain structures. This heightened activity is

not observed in casual users and/or nonusers and often corresponds

with the severity of abuse. Thus, incentive sensitization likely can

be attributed to neurobiological changes in the mesolimbic dopamine

pathway that leaves the individual primed to respond to drugs and drug-

related cues.

Incentive Sensitization in Behavioral Addictions

Gambling

Pathological gambling is inarguably a growing public health concern,

with societal costs estimated to exceed $5 billion per year in the United

States alone (Gerstein et al., 1999), and rates steadily increasing over the

past few decades (Nowak & Aloe, 2014; Petry & Blanco, 2013). Gambling

disorder shares many characteristics with substance disorders, including

the inability to cut down on gambling, continued gambling despite

adverse consequences such as loss of money or job, and cravings for

gambling (Potenza, 2008). In gambling addiction, gambling-related cues

also seem to take on increased incentive salience, where they become

motivational stimuli that can drive behavior. One of the hallmarks of

gambling, and indeed of most games, is the presence of uncertainty

(Costikyan, 2013). Studies in rats suggest that uncertainty pertaining

to the probability and magnitude of the reward outcome can cause

attribution of additional incentive salience to reward-related cues

(Anselme & Robinson, 2013; Robinson et al., 2014b, 2015a; Hellberg

et al., 2018). This finding is paradoxical from the point of view that

reward prediction determines motivation, since reward uncertainty

degrades the predictive value of a cue, yet appears to enhance a cue’s

incentive value (Zhang et al., 2009). Uncertainty of reward also produces

a greater dopaminergic response (Fiorillo, Tobler & Schultz, 2003), pro-

motes risk-seeking behavior (Fiorillo, 2011), and can induce behavioral

cross-sensitization in animals, as measured by an increased locomotor

response to and greater motivation to self-administer amphetamine

(Zack et al., 2014; Singer, Scott-Railton & Veniza, 2012; Mascia et al.,

2019). In line with the hypothesis that reward uncertainty can enhance

incentive salience, problem gamblers exhibit a strong attentional bias

towards gambling-related cues (Brevers et al., 2014a;, 2014b). Similarly,

dopamine release is increased in problem gamblers (van Holst et al.,

2012), the magnitude of increase is correlated to the severity of problem

gambling (Joutsa et al., 2012), and pathological gamblers show increased

dopamine-synthesis capacity in areas such as the ventral striatum (van

Holst et al., 2018). In conjunction with the finding that problem gamblers

also report lower euphoria than control participants in response to an

amphetamine challenge (Mick et al., 2014), this suggests that there

may be a dissociation between “wanting” and “liking” in compulsive

gambling similar to drug addiction.

Food Addiction

Features of incentive sensitization also have been reported in putative

cases of food addiction (Gearhardt et al., 2009, 2011). Although food

addiction remains a controversial disorder, there are important neural

correlates to food cues overlapping with those to drug cues in drug

addiction (Gearhardt et al., 2011; Volkow et al., 2012; Kelley & Berridge,

2002; Finlayson, 2017; Davis & Carter, 2009). Indeed, cross-sensitization

between drugs of abuse and long-term access to junk-food diets has

been reported in rodent studies (Oginsky et al., 2016a, 2016b; Robinson

et al., 2015b). In humans, higher cue-triggered ratings of food “wanting”

were reported in participants who completed a questionnaire in a cue-

rich, simulated fast-food restaurant compared to those in a standard lab

setting (despite no differences in baseline hunger or any change in meal

“liking”) (Joyner, Kim & Gearhardt, 2017). Applied to a clinical popula-

tion, individuals with binge-eating disorder (BED) are reported to show

significant attentional biases to food cues, illustrating the capability for

food cues themselves to become more attractive and “wanted” in that

condition (Schmitz et al., 2014; Sperling et al., 2017; Deluchi et al., 2017;

Schmidt et al., 2016; Popien et al., 2015).

Future Research

Recently, research has begun increasingly to focus on individual differ-

ences in cue sensitivity and attentional bias. For example, recent

research has suggested that excessive attentional bias and incentive

salience attributed to reward-related cues, as seen in sign-tracking, is

associated with higher rates of relapse, obesity and food craving, along

with cravings and urges to gamble (Versace et al., 2016; Goudriaan et al.,

2010; van Holst et al., 2012). The ability to determine individual differ-

ences in cue reactivity may provide insight into those who are at greatest

risk for incentive sensitization, and who ultimately bear the greatest risk

of developing addiction. Correspondingly, treatments that may reduce

someone’s heightened attentional bias towards addiction-related cues

could provide a respite from craving and reduce the risk of relapse.

Recent findings examining the use of transcranial magnetic stimulation

(TMS) in cocaine users has been shown to reduce craving (Terraneo

et al., 2016), and could provide similar benefits to individuals suffering

from food addictions or behavioral addictions such as gambling.

Similarly, a crucial factor in need of more research is sex differences in

incentive salience attribution, and as a result sex differences in addiction
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vulnerability. Some key differences include the fact that, in cases of

alcohol, illicit drugs, and gambling, women who are vulnerable to addic-

tion tend to escalate their use to the point of addiction more rapidly than

do men in several studies (Becker, 2016; Fattore et al., 2014; Barker &

Taylor, 2019; Doran, 2014; however, see Keyes et al., 2010). Laboratory

experiments have demonstrated that female rats more rapidly acquire

drug self-administration and are more motivated to earn drugs (i.e.,

cocaine). Furthermore, this enhancement of motivation may be caused

by circulating ovarian hormones such as estradiol and its interaction

with mesolimbic dopamine transmission (Hu & Becker, 2008; Becker &

Hu, 2008). In addition to a more rapid escalation of use, women who are

abstinent also report greater cue-induced craving leading to relapse (Fox

et al., 2013), making treatment outcomes more dire. Thus, future

research that addresses incentive sensitization mechanisms underlying

other addictions (gambling, etc.) with particular emphasis on sex differ-

ences could contribute greatly to the field.

Conclusions

In summary, “wanting” and “liking” are produced by separable brain

mechanisms, with intense “wanting” being more robust and diffusely

generated and tied to dopamine-related systems, whereas intense

“liking” or pleasure is functionally fragile, mediated only by other neuro-

transmitters, and needs unanimity among various multiple hedonic hot-

spots. The incentive-sensitization theory of addiction originally proposed

that “wanting” brain systems, including mesocorticolimbic dopamine,

become sensitized with repeated drug use, rendering them hyperreactive

to drug-paired cues. By contrast, “liking” systems (independent of dopa-

mine) remain relatively unchanged in addiction, or may even decline,

and at any rate do not strongly sensitize. Dissociation of “liking” and

“wanting” brain systems help explain how drugs become “wanted” more

and more, while not necessarily being “liked” at the same level. This

selective sensitization of “wanting” independent of “liking” produces

hyperreactivity of mesocorticolimbic systems to drug cues causing

higher pulses of dopamine release and impact on target structures.

These pulses of “wanting” can be further exacerbated by some current

neurobiological states (stress or excitement), to cause more intense

peaks of drug craving and seeking, which can lead to relapse even long

after withdrawal symptoms fade. Research over the past few decades

continues to support these incentive sensitization features in drug addic-

tion, and there is mounting evidence that incentive sensitization also

extends to some other behavioral addictions, such as compulsive gam-

bling and food addiction. Developing better treatments able to target

sensitized brain “wanting” systems and attenuation of craving may be

helpful in eventually reducing addiction.
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